The neutron time-of-flight facility n_TOF at CERN, fully operational since 2002, combines a high instantaneous neutron flux with high energy resolution. The wide energy range and the high neutron flux per time-of-flight burst result in a much enhanced signal to background ratio for neutron capture of radioactive isotopes and makes this facility well suited for the measurement of high quality neutron-induced reaction cross-sections.
Introduction
The detailed study of neutron-nucleus reactions is of main importance for a wide variety of research fields ranging from stellar nucleosynthesis [1, 2] , neutron-induced symmetry breaking [3, 4] and nuclear level density investigation [5] [6] [7] to applications of nuclear technology [8] [9] [10] like the transmutation of nuclear waste, accelerator driven systems (ADS) and the thorium-based nuclear fuel cycle. All these applications have pointed out that for many nuclides the available nuclear data is of insufficient accuracy and sometimes even lacking. Neutron cross-section data are available by means of compilations of experimental data [11, 12] or through evaluated nuclear data libraries such as BROND, ENDF, JEFF and JENDL [13] . The necessary update of these neutron cross-section libraries rely on the availability of accurate measurements obtainable at advanced neutron sources.
The new neutron time-of-flight facility n_TOF has been recently constructed at CERN in Geneva for the study of neutron-induced reactions for nuclear technology, nuclear astrophysics and nuclear structure and reaction physics. Up to now, the facility has been mainly used to measure neutron capture and fission cross-sections of a large number of isotopes.
The neutron time-of-flight facility n_TOF
The idea to construct a new neutron time-of-flight facility at CERN has been proposed by Rubbia et al. [14] . The facility has become fully operational with the start of the scientific measurement programme in May 2002. Neutrons are produced by spallation reactions induced by a pulsed, 6 ns wide, 20 GeV/c proton beam with up to 7 · 10 12 protons per pulse, impinging on a 80 · 80 · 60 cm 3 lead target, yielding about 300 neutrons per incident proton. A 5 cm water slab surrounding the lead target serves as a coolant and at the same time as a moderator of the initially fast neutron spectrum, providing a wide energy spectrum from 1 eV to about 250 MeV with a nearly 1/E isolethargic flux dependence up to 1 MeV. A vacuum neutron beam line leads to the experimental area at 185 m from the lead target. A short summary of the full description of the characteristics and performances of the facility described in [15] , will be given here.
The neutron beam is obtained by means of two collimators, consisting of layers of iron and borated polyethylene. The iron serves to stop fast neutrons, while the hydrogen in polyethylene moderates the neutrons and boron-10 captures the slower neutrons. One collimator has an inner diameter of 11 cm, an outer diameter of 50 cm and is placed at 135 m from the lead target. The second collimator is located near the experimental area at a distance of 175 m and has an outer diameter of 40 cm a variable inner diameter. Typically an inner diameter of 1.8 cm is used for capture measurements and 8 cm for fission experiments. This collimation results in a nearly symmetric Gaussianshaped beam profile at the sample position with a standard deviation of about 0.77 cm at low neutron energies with the 1.8 cm diameter collimator. The spatial distribution has been accurately measured as a function of neutron energy [16] .
In order to remove residual charged particles going along the neutron beam line a 1.5 T sweeping magnet has been placed at a distance of 145 m of the spallation target. A previously observed background presumably due to negative muon capture has been drastically reduced by means of a 3 m thick iron shielding located just after the sweeping magnet [17, 18] . The experimental area where the samples and detectors are mounted for capture and fission experiments ranges from 182 to 190 m. It will be described in more detail in the next section. The neutron beam line is extended for an additional 12 m beyond the experimental area to minimize the background from back-scattered neutrons.
The neutron kinetic energy is determined by time-offlight. This is possible since the proton beam is pulsed.
The impact of the proton beam on the lead target is closely related to the creation time of neutrons of all energies. The detection of a reaction product of a neutron-induced reaction in the experimental area provides the time the neutron has taken to travel the distance from the spallation target to the experimental area. The velocity and hence the kinetic energy of the neutron can be deduced from the flight time and the flight distance. The repetition period of the proton pulses is at least 2.4 s, which is low enough to cover the energy range down to subthermal energies and to prevent overlapping of slow neutrons in subsequent cycles.
Beam characteristics
A pulsed white neutron source can be characterized by the energy distribution of its neutron flux, both time-averaged and per time-of-flight bunch and by its energy resolution. The energy distribution of the neutron flux at the sample position at 185 m for a standard time-of-flight bunch of 7 · 10 12 protons is shown in Fig. 1 . The data are based on a measurement performed with a 235 U loaded parallel plate fission ionization chamber from the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt in Braunschweig [19] and below 1 keV from a 6 Li-based in-beam neutron flux monitor [20] . The 6 Li-based flux detector is always present during the measurements. The flux per bunch governs the signal to noise ratio. In capture experiments a high flux per bunch results in a favorable ratio of gamma-rays from (n,c) reactions to gamma-rays from radioactivity. In order to obtain the average flux, which determines the duration of the experiment, one just multiplies the instantaneous flux with the repetition rate of the proton beam.
A gross knowledge of the energy resolution is sufficient when addressing smooth cross-sections at higher energies. At lower energies in the resolved resonance region however, where the cross-section can vary several orders of magnitude over a few electronvolt, the full distribution of the energy resolution, which is often non-Gaussian, is needed to determine accurately the description of the resonances. The spread in energy for a measured flight time can conveniently be expressed in terms of a spread in the effective flight distance. The distribution of the equivalent distance is an appropriate quantity to evaluate the resolution as a function of neutron energy. We obtained the resolution function of the n_TOF facility by two independent simulation codes [21, 22] giving consistent results. The Monte Carlo results were then fitted by an analytical two-dimensional function and implemented in the resonance shape analysis code SAMMY [23] . In Fig. 2 the resolution function in the form of the equivalent distance distribution is shown in the relevant energy range from 1 eV to 1 MeV on a logarithmic scale.
Instrumentation
For the capture and fission experiments several detectors are available. We have used in-house developed deuterated benzene C 6 D 6 gamma-ray detectors contained in a cylindrical low mass carbon fibre housing [24] for neutron capture measurements on several isotopes. The samples are kept in position by a carbon fiber sample changer. The low neutron capture cross-section of both carbon and deuterium assure a low contribution from sample scattered neutrons to the background. Measurements on the isotopes 56 Cm. The use of standard cross-sections to measure the neutron flux allows also to determine accurate corrections for the fission efficiency. The data is currently still under analysis.
The data acquisition system [31] is based on the sampling of the detector signals in order to extract the deposited energy and the time-of-flight. An array of 54 Acqiris flash ADCs with 8 bit resolution and 1 ns sampling time with 8 Mbytes of memory was used to record the full detector signal following the start time given by the incident protons. The digitizers were operated at 500 M samples/s allowing to store the detector signal during 16 ms, corresponding to a time-of-flight of 0.3 eV. After zero suppression, the data are sent to CERN's data storage facility CASTOR for off-line analysis with dedicated pulse shape analysis routines for each detector.
Outlook
After the successful completion of data taking during the first phase of data taking of the n_TOF facility from 2002 to 2004, an upgrade of the spallation target is foreseen for 2007 and a new series of capture and fission measurements is planned for a second phase of operation. On the longer term, we plan to construct a second flight path at the shorter distance of 20 m. The increased flux of about a factor of hundred opens a wide range of new possibilities for measurements with even lower mass samples.
